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Abstract

Peloton is a sports simulator that uses the Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML) to create virtual environments for
athletic training and competition. In particular, it creates
environments suitable for touring or racing along road courses.
Users participate in simulations by walking or running on
treadmills or by pedaling stationary bicycles. Each user’s
exercise equipment is attached to a local computer, and these
computers are connected to simulation servers by the World
Wide Web. Users may exercise alone or share Peloton virtual
spaces with others.

Peloton’s virtual environments reproduce sights, sounds, and
terrain features from actual road courses. The visual component
of this environment is a synthetic, three-dimensional landscape,
modeled in VRML, which combines computer-generated
graphics with images of actual road courses. The virtual
environment also provides simulation participants with force
feedback corresponding to a course’s changing terrain.  The
simulator changes the incline of the treadmill or alters the
pedaling resistance to create this feedback.

This paper describes the bicycling simulations enabled by
Peloton. It also discusses the role of VRML in the system’s
implementation, focusing on how its virtual worlds are generated
from topological data, how cameras and third-person viewpoints
are managed, and how unconventional input/output devices are
incorporated.
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1  INTRODUCTION

Peloton is a sports simulator that uses the Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML)[19] to create virtual road courses
for walking, running, and bicycle riding. The system provides
opportunities for people, even though they might be far apart, to
compete or exercise together in shared virtual spaces.   Users
participate in Peloton simulations by walking or running on
treadmills or by pedaling stationary bicycles. The exercise
equipment serves as the user’s primary input/output control
device. Each specialized sporting device is connected to a local
computer through sensors and force feedback controls. These
computers, in turn, are connected to a Peloton server by the
World Wide Web (the Web).

Peloton’s virtual environments reproduce sights, sounds, and
terrain features from actual road courses. The visual component
of the environment is a synthetic, three-dimensional landscape,
modeled in VRML, which combines computer-generated
graphics with images of actual road courses. Figure 1, a scene
from a course in New York City’s Central Park, is an example of
such a landscape. Three people are bicycling together in this
virtual world. They are represented in the display by their
avatars. When they pedal faster or slower, their avatars “move”
along the course more quickly or slowly.  The Peloton virtual
environment also includes sound and kinesthetic feedback.  The
simulator provides users with force feedback— which
corresponds to the course’s terrain— by modifying the incline of
their treadmills or the pedaling resistance of their bicycles.

Figure 1: View of a Central Park Course
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Peloton is designed to demonstrate some new ways in which
athletes, whether at their homes, offices, or exercise clubs, can
participate in competitive events and exercise sessions over the
Web.  It provides means for small groups of people to meet in
virtual spaces and conduct sessions in which they interact
according to specified rules of cooperation or competition.
During these sessions, people must use appropriate exercise
equipment.  However, people need only inexpensive and widely
available computing and networking resources to participate in
Peloton simulations.  Users typically attach their exercise devices
to PCs.  Though it contains handlers for  unconventional devices,
the primary Peloton software component is a Java applet that
interfaces to a standard VRML browser. Peloton simulations can
occur in a variety of virtual worlds.  We have developed tools to
help construct virtual road courses quickly, and we are now using
them to enlarge the repertoire of Peloton road courses.

In the remainder of this paper, Peloton is described primarily as
a bicycle ride simulator.  The discussion focuses on the role of
VRML in Peloton’s implementation, addressing three main
issues— how Peloton’s VRML worlds are generated from
topological data, how cameras and third-person viewpoints are
managed, and how unconventional input/output devices are
incorporated into the system.

2  BACKGROUND

The Peloton simulator has been developed in the context of
several related systems.  Relevant existing systems include
bicycling simulators and multi-user graphical environments.

2.1  Bicycling Simulators

Cuesta has posted a VRML based bicycling game, called Cycling
World: The Virtual Tour[6], on the Web.  This virtual world has
a bicycling theme, but it does not support real-time sharing or
exercise.  People use conventional mouse controls to guide a
bicycle and other vehicles through this single-user world.

A few bicycle exercise devices have associated simulation
programs and graphical displays, e.g., CompuTrainer[3] from
RacerMate and the Virtual Reality Bike[18] from Tectrix.
CompuTrainer’s simulator executes on a proprietary
microprocessor and controls a separate pedaling resistance unit.
Rides are linear courses, which are displayed as two-dimensional
profiles through Nintendo Entertainment System[16] consoles or
PCs. This system accommodates only two simultaneous riders,
who must be co-located or connected via modems. The Virtual
Reality Bike is an exercycle which contains a PC.  Its proprietary
embedded simulation engine creates virtual environments—
featuring variable pedaling resistance, sound, wind, and synthetic
three-dimensional landscapes— in which people may pedal.
Multiple riders can interact only if their units are linked via a
ring of serial connections.

UltraCoach VR[17] is simulation program for PCs which may be
used with several exercise devices, including CompuTrainer
systems, treadmills, stair climbers, etc.  This program supports
multi-user simulations in which participants are connected over a

LAN or the Internet. It uses a proprietary graphical system for
modeling and rendering its courses. This program has a limited
set of simple worlds and its session controls are rudimentary.

Diamond Park[20] is an experimental three-dimensional
synthetic environment from MERL, a Mitsubishi Electric
Research Laboratory.  People can use exercycles to ride around
this world, experiencing variable pedaling resistance, sounds,
and wide range of social interactions.  This park is an elaborate
multi-user world.  It is too complicated for PCs and has been
used primarily with LAN network connections.  Recently,
however, a small portion of the model was ported to VRML and
run on PCs. Because it models a public park, the system has
limited controls for specialized sessions.

2.2  Multi-user Shared Environments

Several companies offer products that create multi-user VRML
worlds.  For example, Sony produces the Community Place[2]
suite of software, and Blaxxun offers the Community Client and
Server[1]. Meanwhile, people from these and other companies
are contributing to the Living Worlds VRML Consortium
Working Group[12], which is developing a set of VRML 2.0
prototypes as a common interface for developing multi-user
worlds. These systems are designed to create widely available
spaces that may be simultaneously shared by many users.  Some
users may make persistent, public modifications to these long-
lived worlds.

Peloton’s simulation environments differ significantly from these
large, long-lived communal spaces. Peloton simulation sessions
involve only a few people and have limited duration. Peloton
users rendezvous by sharing a session, not by meeting in a
common virtual world location.  Users in different sessions
cannot interact, even if the sessions are based on the same world.
For example, a group of professional cyclists training on a
Central Park loop in one session based will not be affected by a
family touring the same loop in another session.  Peloton does
not maintain a single copy of a world for all users, but rather a
copy per session. Copies of a world are distributed to users at the
start of each simulation. Training and competition results, as
well as world modifications, are logged with the session and do
not alter the original world description.

The Distributed Interactive Simulation protocol (DIS)[7] and
Open Community[22] represent platforms that provide the
generic communication and data storage needs of shared virtual
worlds. These systems are not tied to a single graphical file
format. DIS defines a communication protocol, describing entity
states and visual interactions among a set of Protocol Data Units
(PDUs). The DIS-Java-VRML Working Group [8] is currently
developing an implementation of DIS in Java and studying how
DIS could best interact with  VRML. Open Community is a
software library, based on SPLINE[20], designed to provide basic
data services for real-time multi-user environments. An
application sees these services as an object database (the World
Model), that is replicated in each instance of the application.

Although Peloton requires event distribution and data storage
mechanisms, it is based on neither DIS PDUs nor the Open



Community World Model.  Peloton updates are not based on
world location, but rather on simulation state.  Therefore, the
world model and event distribution mechanisms of the above
platforms are not directly applicable to Peloton. Peloton is built
on the more widely available and supported CORBA and
IIOP[4].

3  SIMULATION OVERVIEW

Figure 2 shows a typical setup for participating in a Peloton
bicycling simulation. A bicycle is placed in a rear-wheel stand
and attached to a sensor/controller unit.  In this case, the unit,
which is part of a CompuTrainer system, serves as both a wheel
rotation sensor and a pedaling resistance controller. It is attached
to a microprocessor that sends data to the user’s local computer
via a serial connection. The resistance applied to the bicycle’s
rear wheel corresponds to the simulated terrain over which the
cyclist is traveling. In the illustrated setup, the local computer
controls a fan through an X10 [21] unit.  The fan’s speed is
related to the cyclist’s simulated speed and enhances the sense of
motion, while helping to cool the rider. The visual components of
Peloton’s worlds are displayed on a computer monitor. The
computer keyboard and mouse are available for session
management functions, e.g., naming a new ride or selecting a
ride to join.

Each Peloton simulation corresponds to a session.  A session is
identified by name, which may be specified directly or found by
searching for its participants or its location. For example, users
can directly access a session “Tuesday Workout,” or find it as a
session in which “Mauricio” is riding, or locate it as a ride on the
“Champs Elysees.”  People select what role they play and how
they will appear during a session.  For example, they can choose
to be cyclists, runners, walkers,  and spectators. Similarly, they
control their representation by customizing their avatars’
appearance and visibility. Users can customize their roles and
appearance at any time during a simulation.

Peloton allows users to specify session policies— functions that
are associated with a session’s control operations. By modifying
the execution of operations, they help define how sessions are
conducted. For example, a policy may be associated with the
“join_session” operation to permit only members of a designated
team to join a training session. Another policy could be
associated with this operation to specify that new cyclists will
start their participation in a simulation alongside the cyclist who
is currently leading the ride. Similarly, a policy associated with
“suspend_session” could allow suspension of training rides but
forbid suspension of races.  Each session instance has its own
policies and authorized parties can modify a session’s policies.

Peloton’s session management components are also responsible
for coordinating multimedia communication during simulations.
Therefore, these modules establish and coordinate the audio
streams that participants use to talk with one another.  The
Peloton simulator per se does not send and receive the audio. In
the current version of the system, interpersonal audio is
transmitted by either a telephone or  Netscape’s Conference
Component[13].

4  PELOTON IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3 illustrates the main components of Peloton, which is
composed of a client for each user and a centralized server.
Because each Peloton session  typically has fewer than ten
simultaneous participants, the system’s “star” configuration is
acceptable.

4.1 Client

The program units that make up the client’s core are the local
session manager, the simulation manager, and the devices
manager. We have also built device drivers to control various
specialized devices.   The visual display elements, i.e., the
browsers, are commercial software modules— Netscape
Navigator[14] and SGI Cosmo Player[5]. The core element
grouping executes as an applet within Netscape Navigator.  This
execution environment permits the simulation manager to
communicate with the Web browser via LiveConnect [11] and
with the VRML browser via its external authoring interface
(EAI) [9].  The device drivers may execute as one or more
processes on the user’s local computer, or on the devices
themselves. In either case, they communicate with the devices
manager via sockets.

The local session manager interacts with the user to handle
session control commands.  It also communicates with the
server’s multi-user coordinator to support the user’s participation
in simulations. For example, when the user logs in, the local
session manager invokes the registration method of the user
records server, sending the user’s name and password. Similarly,
when the user issues a command to start a session, the local
session manager requests a session description from the session
server, which returns the requested data.

The simulation manager is responsible for updating the user’s
local VRML scene according to the state of the simulation. Using
the VRML browser’s external authoring interface, the simulation

Figure 2: A Peloton Setup



manager gets references to nodes’ events and controls the VRML
scene by sending the appropriate values to these events.  For
example, in a typical update cycle, the simulation manager
updates  the  positions  of  participants and  sends  translation
and

orientation events to the nodes representing their avatars.
Another function of the simulation manager is to update
viewpoints’ positions as the user moves through the virtual
world. This allows the user to see the world from several views.
The simulation manager also sends terrain descriptions to the
devices manager.  This information allows the devices manager
to set the correct rolling resistance and fan speed according to the
terrain model and player speed.

The devices manager complements device drivers to form control
units for any exercise equipment used in a simulation. Messages
exchanged between the simulation manager and the device
drivers go through the devices manager.  Drivers report status to,
and receive commands from, the simulation manager so that the
participant “feels” the race through specialized equipment (e.g.,
the bike speed sensor/rolling resistance unit and fan speed
controller).  The devices manager establishes a socket connection
with each device driver that it manages. This communication
topology allows the devices manager to be platform independent.
(Section 7 contains additional discussion about device handling.)

4.2 Server

A Peloton server consists of a central session server, a user
records server, a VRML scene repository, and a Web server. The
session server and user records server are CORBA objects
communicating with clients’ local session managers via IIOP.
The scene repository stores VRML files containing  road course
models.  The Web server distributes these files to system users.

The central session server handles session control messages,
permitting people to start, suspend, resume, and end sessions,
add/drop participants to/from a simulation, etc. The session
server also receives simulation status updates from the local

session managers. The session server collects these data, updates
its simulation state descriptions, and periodically sends
simulation state updates to the local session managers.

 The user records server stores a user profile for each registered
user.  A profile entry includes a user name and user type, avatar
specifications, as well as the user’s unique identification. Users
must be uniquely identified to avoid any clash between two or
more users participating in the same simulation.

The VRML scenes repository maintains files containing VRML
descriptions of road courses.  The files are distributed to the
clients’ VRML browsers by the Web server. Because different
users can have different local display capabilities, they can use
different descriptions of the same world. For example, clients
whose local computers do not have adequate graphics processors
get simpler models, with few or no textures, while those clients
with more capable computers get more complicated models, with
more textures.

5 CREATING PELOTON WORLDS FROM
TOPOLOGICAL DATA

The static elements of  Peloton world models are created with a
tool we call the course modeler. This program reads data that
describe the course to be modeled, and it then uses these data to
produce VRML models of the course.  These models are stored
as files in the VRML scenes repository.  Multiple models can be
generated for each course, permitting users to choose the
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graphical and textural complexity of the world model to be
rendered on their machines.  The course modeler uses three sets
of data to produce its model outputs.  Terrain data is provided as
elevation measurements gathered from GPS recordings[10] or
from topological maps.  Large scale features bordering the
roadway are listed as annotations to the coordinates.  The third
data set describes interesting small scale features along the road
course. The VRML model created by the modeler has three
corresponding parts: the roadbed, the roadside elements, and the
small scale highlights, which we call monuments.

5.1 Model Elements

Our course modeler has been a very useful tool for creating
world models.  One course built with this tool is a two-mile-long
section of the roadway in New York City’s Central Park, a
course we call “the South Loop.” We gathered data for this
course from a topological map, measuring road coordinates at
regular intervals. In addition to the elevation data, we captured
images, both as still photographs and video clips, during a
traversal of the course. The topological data were used to
generate the roadbed, while photographs and video clips were
used to create the roadside elements and to generate textures for
the monuments.  Each of these South Loop model components is
discussed below.

The road itself is modeled from elevation data only. Creating our
model from such an elementary description of the real world
results in a somewhat stylized virtual road. Our VRML road does
not change widths, it has no banked turns, and it contains no
complex curves between elevation data points. Using these
assumptions, the modeler constructs a road that can be
conceptually thought of as a series of quadrilaterals linked
together in a chain, with each quadrilateral spanning the distance
between two elevation data points. In practice, each quadrilateral
is made up of two triangles, avoiding the shortcoming of planar
quadrilaterals— either significant discontinuities between road
segments or unrealistic banking at curves, over hills, and through
valleys.  Our method, by not requiring the planarity of these
quadrilaterals, minimizes these undesirable artifacts.

During the creation of the South Loop model, we reviewed our
photographs and video clips to select which roadside elements
and monuments to describe within the data sets for the course
modeler. To give a feel for the terrain and sights in Central Park
that surround the South Loop, but to avoid modeling too many
individual details of these objects, we developed a set of
stereotype elements.  These represent the most common types of
terrain found along the course. Hence, the appearance and
number of stereotypes depends on the course being modeled. For
example, the South Loop course stereotypes include grass, curbs,
sidewalks, and fences. Conceptually, the course modeler
stretches each stereotype instance as necessary to fit the contours
of the course and join adjacent stereotype instances (creating a
continuous and seamless roadside). By their nature, stereotypes
are limited in their ability to depict accurately either the
appearance or placement of smaller, more distinctive roadside
objects. These latter objects are better handled as monuments.

For the South Loop course, we created monuments representing
traffic signals, crosswalks, hotdog stands, and trees. Each
monument is associated with the road segment to which it is
closest, and appears only when that segment is being displayed
in its highest level of detail.  We have developed three
coordinate schemes to specify the location and orientation of
monuments. Absolute coordinates specify the location and
orientation of monuments in global coordinates. Surface relative
coordinates specify the x ,z, and orientation in global
coordinates, while the location’s y component is a relative offset
from the corresponding ground surface. Fit-to-road coordinates
place a monument within a road segment with x and z global
coordinates and then use segment values to determine y and
orientation. Most monuments, including trees and hotdog stands,
are placed using surface relative coordinates. Fit-to-road
coordinates are useful for placing monuments that require a very
precise relationship to the roadbed, e.g., crosswalks.

5.2 Large Scenes— Segmenting the World

The virtual scenes modeled in Peloton are very large compared to
the cyclist avatar size. For example, the two mile long South
Loop segment is approximately one thousand times larger than
an avatar. If the displayed scene is to represent the avatars and
their surroundings in comparable levels of detail, the ride
environment must obviously be segmented into smaller units.
These units can then be displayed when the avatars come close to
them.  Scene segmentation in the South Loop model is based on
multiple levels of detail (LOD).

The course modeler automatically defined the South Loop course
as a composition of smaller sections.  It then placed each section
under an LOD node that defines three levels of detail. The first
level of detail contains the full textured representation of the
road, the roadside objects, and any monuments associated with
the road section.  The second level of detail includes only the
nontextured road surface. The third level of detail is an empty
Group node. The second level of detail permits viewing large
sections of the course at low cost, and allows cyclists to see and
prepare for upcoming hills and intersections. The third level of
detail prevents the browser from wasting time rendering  parts of
the road that are too small to see.

Peloton users can survey positions of large or widely scattered
groups of cyclists by viewing large sections of a course.
However, from long distances, the cyclist avatars could be
extremely small or invisible. To remedy this problem, we place
each cyclist avatar inside a  four-level LOD node. The node’s
first level of detail contains the full cyclist model. The second
level contains a large arrow that is the same size as the full
cyclist model and is the same color as the full model’s jersey.
The third level contains a larger version of the second level’s
arrow, while the fourth level contains a still larger. (All of these
arrows point in the direction of the cyclist’s movement).  The
four levels of detail provide the user with smooth transitions
from one cyclist representation to another. They also keep
cyclists visible, while keeping them small enough to avoid
overlap as long as possible.



6  AVATARS AND VIEWPOINTS

VRML avatars represent camera operators, while Peloton avatars
represent simulation participants.  A VRML avatar is always
bound to the current viewpoint, which means that a VRML world
is always seen through the avatar’s eyes/camera and the avatar

has no graphical representation. In other words, the VRML
specification intertwines the notions of avatar and camera. In
contrast, a Peloton avatar is a graphical representation of a
simulation participant, which may or may not be bound to the
current viewpoint. Peloton offers several viewpoints to its users,
and with third-person viewpoints, the users see their own
avatars.

6.1 Moving Avatars

In general, Peloton cannot make use of the automatic collision
detection and proximity sensors provided by the VRML browser
for its avatars. For example, while a participant is viewing a
simulation from an overhead view, the browser would detect
collisions of the camera with high-flying objects rather than
collisions of the user’s avatar. Similarly, the browser’s default
proximity sensor is bound to the VRML avatar (the current
viewpoint), which is not the Peloton user’s avatar.

Applications that provide their users with third-person avatars
typically implement their own collision detection mechanisms to
move these objects around world.  However, the current version
of Peloton avoids this complexity by restricting simulations to
tours and competitions along well-defined courses.  Each user’s
avatar moves within a “slot” along a selected course. Thus,
avatars follow the course terrain and do not collide with each
other.  These simplifications also reduce the information that
must be exchanged among the clients during a shared simulation.
For example, the report of an avatar’s position does not need to
include its orientation since that can be determined by the
simulation managers at the remote sites.  Similarly, the rate at
which updates are distributed to clients does not have to be high
enough to support collision detection.

6.2 Viewpoints

Peloton provides users with several viewpoints onto its worlds.

Fixed-position viewpoints provide overviews of an entire course
or large portions of one. These viewpoints are useful for
determining simulation status.  They allow users to see what part
of the course a certain person is traveling or to view the current
relationship between widely separated participants. For example,
Figure 4 shows part of a course.  An avatar, represented in a low
level of detail as an arrow, is traveling along the course. Avatar-
associated viewpoints move with the user’s avatar as it travels
through a world.

In order to avoid updating several viewpoint  positions and
orientations with each avatar position change, all the avatar-
associated viewpoints are grouped in a single multicam (a
prototype node based on viewpoint nodes and transform nodes).
Thus, each simulation update requires that only the partcipants’
avatars and a  single multicam position-orientation be updated.
As shown in Figure 5, the multicam creates a collection of
viewpoints showing an avatar and its immediate environment.

Experience with several arcade games has taught us that frequent
camera adjustments make playing more stimulating.  Thus,
Peloton provides a de-coupling of camera and avatar even within
an avatar-viewpoint. We found that slight variations in the
relationship between the viewpoint and the avatar add welcome
variety. These variations do not need to be incessant to be
effective; intermittent changes suffice. Many of these viewpoint
variations are based on alterations of the multicam’s position
relative to the avatar’s.  As illustrated in Figure 5, the multicam
origin is positioned where the avatar had been several (in this
case, four) updates earlier. Movement of the avatar within the
multicam framework provides an additional source of change in
the location and orientation of the avatar from the perspective of
each viewpoint.

The positions of the multicam and its associated avatar are
updated at regular intervals, while the velocity of the avatar is

Figure 4: A Fixed View of the Oldwick Course

Figure 5: A Multicam Node



constantly changing.  This means that the distance between
sequential avatar positions is directly proportional to the velocity
of the avatar. Thus, as the avatar’s velocity changes, so changes
its position relative to the multicam origin. As the avatar velocity
increases, it moves forward within the multicam framework; as
velocity decreases, it moves further back in the framework. This
movement of the avatar with the multicam also provides rough
velocity and acceleration information to the user. Thus, when
seen from behind, if the avatar is moving away from the viewer,
the user is accelerating. If the viewer is moving closer to the
avatar, the user is decelerating. The speed with which the avatar
and the rear camera spread apart or come together indicates the
rate of acceleration or deceleration.

7 EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

Simulations suitable for fitness training or athletic competition
depend upon specialized exercise devices, which are
unconventional input/output devices for PCs. Peloton
incorporates these devices through the devices manager-device
driver combination. The device drivers provide a common
interface to the manager.  This interface has only two
operations— “get_speed” (to retrieve the current speed) and
“set_load” (to set the load according to the current terrain). This
arrangement allows the devices manager to function consistently
across a range of underlying exercise equipment (e.g.,  bicycles,
treadmills, stair climbers, rowing machines, etc.). When the
devices manager specifies a load level, the device driver sets the
load according to the specific device characteristics.  For
example, a driver associated with an exercycle will modify
pedaling resistance, while a driver associated with a treadmill
will adjust its incline. Of course, this setup only works for
devices where speed and load are essential.  Fortunately, these
are key parameters for many exercise devices.

The devices manager is a pure Java class that is part of the
simulation manager applet. The device drivers are device-
specific applications that run on the machines to which the
special devices are connected. At runtime, the devices manager
communicates with the device drivers through socket
connections. Typically, Internet security restrictions forbid an
applet downloaded from a host to connect to any host except the
one from which it comes. Several means of communication
between the devices manager and device drivers have been used
to overcome this restriction.

The first implementation of Peloton used a “long wire” solution
to this problem. In this approach, the devices manager applet
communicates with sensor drivers by exchanging messages with
the Peloton server (the only host to which the applet can
connect).  The simulation server, in turn, exchanges messages
with the sensor drivers. This approach imposes undesirable
network connections and processing nodes between devices and
their handlers. The artificial network connection represents a
potential source of network delay, which could increase
simulation response time to events. This configuration also
imposes an unwanted need for communication ports and
computing load on a centralized resource.

Another implementation used the “classpath” solution to the
communication problem. This approach places the applet in the
local CLASSPATH. Because the applet does not come from the
“untrusted” Internet, most security restrictions are waived. The
applet can then open socket connections to the hosts, where the
device drivers run. This solution is not completely satisfactory,
however, because putting the applet in the local CLASSPATH
make its distribution to client machines difficult.

The current Netscape security model[15] allows signed applets to
request special privileges. In particular, these applets may
request a user to grant them permission to connect to a local host.
But, this solution requires the user’s browser to support the
latest security model, which is not yet widely in place. Also, the
user must trust the applet and its author  in order to grant these
requests.

In the future, a CORBA object, executing directly on the exercise
device, can implement its device driver. The applet, once
downloaded, will bind to the device driver and exchange
information (speed and load) using IIOP, which does not require
extra privileges.

8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS

This paper has briefly described Peloton— a multi-user sports
simulator. Small groups of athletes can use this system to train or
compete during well-structured sessions.  They use exercise
equipment as input and output devices for their local computers,
while getting visual feedback through displays of shared VRML
worlds.  A course modeler program generates these VRML
landscapes automatically from topological data which describe
actual race course terrain.  Users can view the simulated world
through several third-person viewpoints, which provide a
collection of changing viewing angles.  Peloton’s virtual bicycle
rides are now augmented by pedestrian movement through
virtual landscapes.

We plan to enhance Peloton’s session management components,
permitting a wider range of specialized training and competition
opportunities. We also intend to use the course modeler to
enlarge our course repertoire.  In particular, we would like to
create models of Tour de France stage courses. Finally, we hope
to make Peloton freely available through a public Web site.
Providing such access to the system would give us valuable
feedback on its design and performance.
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